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Bart Bellon 
Seminar
March 25-29, 
2013
Hosted by:
Beverly and 
Randy 
Campbell,
White River 
Working Dog 
Club,
Whitestown, IN
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SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS

Newsletter #18, 2013

www.bartbellonseminars.com

White River Working Dog Club
Bart Bellon Workshop: March 25-29, 2013

Hosted by Randy and Beverly Campbell, Whitestown, Indiana    
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Bart arrived home from Jakarta on the 19th of  
March, and on the 21st, Michael and Bart were 
headed to Indiana for a weeklong seminar at the 
White River Working Dog Club. Randy and 
Beverly Campbell run the club through facilities 
at their home in Whitestown. The facility has 
tracking fields out front, a large Schutzhund field 
with multiple hurdles and two A-frames (one 
adjustable), a club house, and a heated barn. We 
were lucky that Randy and Beverly had the 
heated barn because the day we arrived, the 
weather forecast was an evening snowstorm with 
six to ten inches of  snow. It turns out that it was 
closer to a foot of  snow! Beverly and Randy 
graciously invited Michael and Bart to stay at 
their home until the snow has stopped and in 
which it was safe enough to drive.  A snowplow 
arrived at 8:30 a.m. on the first day of  the 
workshop and, miraculously, everyone arrived in 
their camper or their truck or their 4-wheel drive, 
and the workshop started as scheduled!

The first day, Bart discussed theory. It was 
amazing to hear that even Bart enthusiasts who 
have attended multiple seminars/workshops with 
Bart were fascinated by what they did learn (or 
did they miss it the first time?) and the new 
understanding they acquired in NePoPo™, using 
positive and negative reinforcement and 
NePoPo™ (including activation and “jacking up”). 
Everyone was pumped up to work their dogs. 
Kevin O’Neill suggested the title of  the 
Newsletter. He mentioned that sometimes he (and 
others) get lost in their training and his group was 
going to be a think tank of, “What would Bart 
do?” This, of  course, is just considering 
NePoPo™ and always having the answers to the 
questions: what do I do when my dog does?; what 
do I do when my dog doesn’t do?; what is the 
consequence for doing or not doing in my system? 
This all became more and more clear as we 
worked dogs and solved problems. This club is 
under the watchful eye of  Randy Campbell, and 
Bart was quite impressed with the quality of  dog 
training of  the dogs at the club. The exercises 
were passionate and executed with precision. 

One thing we see all over the world is the focus on 
what Bart calls “monkey drills”. This can be 
understood as the routine competition exercises 
that everyone must do: sit, down, stand, bark, bite, 
out, etc... It can be interesting to consider that 
education need not be considered learning a lot of 

facts. Education can be simply learning how to 
learn. Shaping is one way to learn how to learn 
and shaping not only fits into the Bart Bellon™ 
NePoPo™ system but it is a must because it is easy 
and teaches the dogs to be active and independent 
and confident and builds such dopamine in the 
dog. The question now becomes, how do I 
properly shape my dog? Can I do it wrong? (Yes.) 
While every dog can be shaped differently and 
each person has his or her own style of  shaping, 
shaping must be done such that it is a moment of  
discovery for the dog. Too much help or not 
enough help or making the job too difficult can be 
unproductive.  How small do I make my 
“aquarium” (the range of  possibilities or 
restrictions)? Do I use positive reinforcement? 
Negative reinforcement? What is my marker? 
This was an eye opening subject to many at the 
workshop although we all know shaping as we use 
it without thinking in our normal lives whenever 
we are learning a new skill or teaching a child or 
riding a horse.

Bart did see some very strong dominant dogs with 
too much motivation (!) and some more reactive 
dogs that needed some toughening and 
confidence. Bart did see the six month old puppy 
of  Randy Campbell who did a sit, down, and 
stand from another planet. Bart saw a Doberman 
of  one and a half  who was toughening and 
getting ripe for the work. Bart worked on many 
common problems: the “japanese tourist” and 
weening out during the heeling, the chewy 
retrieve,  and the “fly by” in protection, amongst 
other things. All were considered within the 
framework of  the foundation of  the dogs in 
question. All the participants did see that when 
there is a system in place, it is much easier to back 
up to fix a problem. Training “facts” without a 
coherent structure makes repair work 
monumentally more difficult. 
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“WWBD: What Would Bart Do?”
(Credit to Kevin O’Neill for Newsletter Title!)

Bart, Beverly and Randy Campbell
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Scheduled Seminars in America with Bart Bellon

At the Facilities of  
Burgos Kennels 
in Fredericksburg, VA
2 Day Seminar: 
April 6-7, 2013
5 Day Workshop: 
April 8-12, 2013
April 15-19, 2013
contact: 
michael@bartbellon.com  

At the facilities of  
No Leash Needed
in St. Louis, MO
2 Day Seminar:
May 11-12, 2013
contact:
michael@bartbellon.com

At the facilities of
International 
Conservation 
Center (ICC)
in Fairhope, PA
2 Day Seminar
May 25-26, 2013
5 Day Workshop
May 27-31, 2013
contact:
michael@bartbellon.com

“I did learn what I think is my missing link: how to utilize 
‘negative reinforcement’ in my training. I always felt that negative 
reinforcement is harsh, and I learned that negative reinforcement 
when done correctly makes learning easy and clear, and it is fair. 
People accept the negative reinforcement in horse training, and 
yet balk when it is mentioned with respect to dog training. There 
were a lot of  ‘aha’ moments, but certainly what I learned about 
the application of  negative reinforcement was invaluable to me.”   

Kathy McKinzie

Huge appreciation for the hospitality and organization of  Beverly and Randy Campbell. 
Also thanks to Damon Jennings for being our tour guide and to all the White River Working Dog Club for a very enjoyable week!

“I so enjoyed the Ne Po Po training and all the work that I saw this 
week.  I was also very happy and grateful for the growth I saw in my 
own little dog.  I have seen so many errors in my way of  training and 
raising my dog, but now I see a way to reteach my dog and to make 
training more fun and relaxing.  I hope to be able to attend more 
seminars and work with you both in the future.

I also learned a lot as a training helper and not a trial helper.  Because 
I love sports, athletics, and health, I have been drawn to the athletic 
side of  the helper work, but have never truly read the dogs.  The helper 
work I received as well was worth the seminar alone. 

Dog training is more than dogs. Dog training is art. Dog training is 
drawing, painting, dancing, cooking, etc. This is what Bart and 
NePoPo™ training has taught me. Bart Bellon’s NePoPo™ seminar has 
taught me that my only limitation to dog training is my own 
imagination.”  

 Damon Jennings

“Thank you, Bart, for an amazing week of  dog training! 
Voss and I learned so much and can’t wait to implement the 
new things we learned into our training!”

Christine Poulin
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